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GP Strategies™ Corporation has a more than 40-year legacy of providing custom training solutions to the world’s leading organizations,
many of which have highly technical requirements, such as those in the information technology (IT) and consumer
electronics industries.

Expect unprecedented performance from a leader in training for IT companies.

Our 2,500-plus training professionals around the globe deliver the full range  of training services, including:

• Needs assessments and front-end analyses

• Blended training program design

• Custom content development and delivery

• Sales training and incentive programs

• E-learning and instructional systems design

Curriculum and course design/development
Curriculum and course development forms the heart of
GP Strategies’ expertise. From simple, fast course development to
sophisticated solutions with a high degree of interactivity and
emotional appeal to global, blended training curriculums,
GP Strategies has the expertise and reach to get the job done.

Blended training solutions for a Fortune 100 IT company.
GP Strategies reduced instructor, travel and time away from work
costs for this company by converting face-to-face training material
to a blended curriculum, allowing the crucial employee development
course to be delivered globally. We incorporated virtual classroom,
interactive asynchronous e-learning, offline reading and journaling
exercises as well as manager/employee discussions.

Learning technology
GP Strategies’ e-learning experts love technology. They are
knowledgeable about the leading content development tools and
technologies. They spend their days configuring, hosting and
managing LMSs and LCMSs, including SumTotal, Saba, Plateau
and others. And when they get to design training portals with Web
2.0 features such as forums, wikis, learner-developed content, virtual
classrooms and social networks, it’s a very good day, indeed. Their
passion is why some of the world’s most established corporations,
as well as some of America’s largest government organizations, choose
GP Strategies for their e-learning needs.

LMS hosting, help desk and administration for a Fortune
300 technology firm.
GP Strategies reduces costs and supports the technical requirements
of this client through LMS hosting and administration. Our help
desk provides a single point of contact to manage trouble tickets
for their 25,000 employees through resolution of LMS-related
issues and coordinates with international help desks on system
issues. In addition, we provide administrative services for the internal
training group, including the integration of training, tracking of
compliance courses and reporting support.

Training Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
Over the last several years, the focus on BPO has had a great impact
on the way companies do business. No longer do we spend countless
hours and dollars building infrastructure that is common to many
organizations. We now know it makes better business sense to build
our infrastructure by leveraging companies that have the expertise
in the business processes we need.

BPO services for a Fortune 100 technology company.
GP Strategies ensures consistent and quality repeat course delivery
for this information technology company, as we do for many
other organizations of their size. We provide a full-range of learning
management services, including curriculum management, class
scheduling, enrollment support, course completion and evaluation
processing. We also support the setup and breakdown of classrooms
and the provision of training materials and refreshments.

Tuition management services for an IT company with over
35,000 employees.
GP Strategies improves the efficiency and customer satisfaction
for this information technology company. We provide employees
with tuition program management services leveraging our
proprietary web-based application, with services including
application processing, policy verification, completion management
and tuition reimbursement payments in excess of $2.5 million.

• Training business process outsourcing (BPO) services such as
training administration and tuition program management

• Learning Management System (LMS) and Learning Content
Management System (LCMS) consulting, integration, hosting,
administration and help desk support



Sales training
GP Strategies inspires sales professionals and customers to become
advocates for our clients’ products and brands. Our focus is to
increase sales by changing the behavior of the sales professional
during the transaction and by engaging customers beyond the close.
We have developed thousands of courses focusing on product
knowledge, sales skills, sales operation skills and brand advocacy for
products you use every day. Our sales solution also includes fully
blended training programs, Learning 2.0 features, training
incentives, customer loyalty programs, sales standards and
performance guidelines and communication programs.

Product training and incentives for a Fortune 10 IT
company with over 300,000 employees.
GP Strategies partnered with this consumer electronics company to
develop, launch and co-manage a comprehensive e-learning program
for their retail and partner (for example, resellers and distributors)
training efforts. We created a dedicated training website with separate
portals featuring content tailored to specific retail and reseller
accounts. The site grew to offer 20 product-line courses. On an
ongoing basis, we provide robust curriculum development to
incorporate topics such as new product introductions, sales skills
and product category training; training site hosting and maintenance;
promotional programs to increase traffic to the site; and management
of a training incentive program.

End-to-end training services for a leading software manufacturer.

As one of their preferred partners, GP Strategies has been providing training and technical services since 2002 to one of the world’s
most ubiquitous technology organizations.  Our services for this company include:

Sales readiness training GP Strategies is responsible for developing more than 80% of the sales readiness training material
for this organization’s Sales, Marketing and Services Group.

LMS migration and training GP Strategies supported their partner group with their LMS migration. We also conducted LMS
administrator training in over 40 countries. We continue to deliver administration, support and
troubleshooting expertise and are working with them on their future upgrade strategy plans.

Sales training GP Strategies trains and supports retail sales professionals that sell mobile devices equipped with our
client’s operating system.

Product launch GP Strategies delivers hundreds of courses for our client’s retail channel, including training to
support a major product launch.

Technical training
We came by our name—GP Strategies—honestly. Our foundation
was in technical and scientific training, and as the years have passed,
we have never let that go. We have numerous subject matter experts
who are adept at sifting through technical material and turning it
into effective and engaging training. In recent years, a key component
of our technical training has been software and systems training for
technicians, sales professionals and manufacturing engineers at
technology companies around the globe.

Technical training for a Fortune 100 IT firm with over
100,000 employees.
GP Strategies partnered with this company to develop technical
and sales training for all sectors within their corporate structure
and their partner networks. In support of their customer service,
dispatch and fulfillment, organizational effectiveness and technical
operations organizations, we developed training in numerous
modalities to create comprehensive blended learning programs.
We also developed and implemented an interactive, online sales
training portal supported by an incentive program for their field
trainers and retail sales associates.

GP Strategies has helped cut costs and improve performance at technology companies ranging in size from a few thousand to over
300,000 employees, and we are well positioned to do the same for you. The following are just a few examples of the services we’ve
provided to well known, respected and recognizable IT companies.



infotech.gpstrategies.com

Training is not a sideline business for GP Strategies. It’s our primary focus all day, everyday. Backed
by an unequalled cache of best practices, proven processes, lessons learned and training experts, it’s
also something we feel we do better than anyone else.

Contact GP Strategies today to improve the performance of your IT organization.

Our professionals will continually improve the quality, cost, turnaround and reusability of your
training to improve the performance and competitiveness of your organization. We wouldn’t settle
for anything less. So contact us today.
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